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2017-05-02 Dee Henderson Pens Another Compelling Cold Case Mystery Evie
The Unfolding God of Jung and Milton James P. Driscoll 2021-10-21 In this

Blackwell's reputation as a top investigator for the Illinois State Police has

first extensive Jungian treatment of Milton's major poems, James P. Driscoll

landed her an appointment to the governor's new Missing Persons Task

uses archetypal psychology to explore Milton's great themes of God, man,

Force. This elite investigative team is launched with plenty of public fanfare.

woman, and evil and offers readers deepened understanding of Jung's

The governor has made this initiative a high priority, so they will have to

profound thoughts on Godhead. The Father, the Son, Satan, Messiah, Samson,

produce results--and quickly. Evie and her new partner, David Marshal, are

Adam, and Eve gain new dimensions of meaning as their stories become

assigned to a pair of unrelated cases in suburban Chicago, and while both

epiphanies of the archetypes of Godhead. God and Satan of Paradise Lost are

involve persons now missing for several years, the cases couldn't be more

seen as the ego and the shadow of a single unfolding personality whose anima

different. While Evie opens old wounds in a close-knit neighborhood to find a

is the Holy Spirit and Milton's muse. Samson carries the Yahweh archetype

missing college student, David searches for a private investigator working for

examined by Jung in Answer to Job, and Messiah and Satan in Paradise

a high-powered client. With a deep conviction that "justice for all" truly

Regained embody the hostile brothers archetype. Anima, animus and the

matters, Evie and David are unrelenting in their search for the truth. But

individuation drive underlie the psychodynamics of Adam and Eve's fall.

Evie must also find answers to the questions that lie just beneath the surface

Driscoll draws on his critical acumen and scholarly knowledge of Renaissance

in her personal life.

literature to shed new light on Jung's psychology of religion. The Unfolding

An Unfinished Death Dee Henderson 2017-11-07 Connie August, a Christian

God of Jung and Milton illumines Jung's heterodox notion of Godhead as a

combat medic, one who had experienced healings and miracles on the

quarternity rather than a trinity, his revolutionary concept of a divine

battlefield similar to those in scripture, wasn't looking to make waves back

individuation process, his radical solution to the problem of evil, and his

home now that she was retired from the service. She opened Connie's Pizza

wrestling with the feminine in Godhead. The book's glossary of Jungian

and settled into her chosen community, wanting to be herself, content to lead

terms, written for literary critics and theologians rather than clinicians, is

a small group of paramedics, doctors, nurses and chaplains who were studying

exceptionally detailed and insightful. Beyond enriching our understanding of

the scriptures and sharing their experiences from across the Chicago area.

Jung and Milton, Driscoll's discussion contributes to theodicy, to process

Ryan Cooper, CEO of a religious-affiliated private hospital, had seen too many

theology, and to the study of myths and archetypes in literature.

of Chicago's children die from gun violence, young mothers die from cancer,

The Crushing Depths (Coastal Guardians Book #2) Dani Pettrey 2020-06-30

and random illness take both the young and old. He wanted the vibrancy of

When an accident claims the life of an oil-rig worker on the first drilling

God's healing to be a predictable experience again. A friend introduced them

platform off the North Carolina coast, Coast Guard investigators Rissi Dawson

at a party. He wanted to understand what she'd experienced. She wanted him

and Mason Rogers are sent to take the case. Tensions surrounding the oil rig

to give a chaplain friend a job when he retired from the service. They struck

are high and the death has everyone on edge. Environmental activists are

a deal that would change both their lives and soon begin to reverberate across

threatening to do whatever it takes to stop the structure from being

Chicago. This is Ryan's story, Connie's, but mostly it's God's story, a God who

completed, while rumors are being whispered about ancient curses

is still amazing in his goodness. Dee Henderson is the author of numerous

surrounding this part of the ocean. Mounting evidence shows the death may

novels, including Taken, Undetected, Unspoken, Full Disclosure, and the

not have been an accident at all. Was he killed by one of the activists or,

acclaimed O'MALLEY series. Several titles have appeared on the USA Today

perhaps more frighteningly, a member of his own crew? Rissi and Mason

Bestseller list; Full Disclosure has also appeared on the New York Times

have to sort through not only a plethora of suspects, but also their own past

Bestseller list. Her books have won or been nominated for several industry

and attraction to each other. Just as the case seems like it'll break open, worse

awards, such as the RITA Award, the Christy Award, and the ECPA Gold

news arrives. A tropical storm has turned their way and soon they're cut off

Medallion.

from any rescue--and right where the killer wants them. It's a race to

Kidnapped Dee Henderson 2008 While FBI agent Luke Falcon pursues a

discover his identity before he eliminates the threat they pose.

kidnapper responsible for the disappearance of his cousin's wife and son, he

True Devotion Dee Henderson 2011-02-07 Kelly Jacobs has already paid the

fears the worst as he slowly grows closer to the crime's only witness.

ultimate price of loving a warrior; she has the folded flag and the grateful

The O'Malley Collection: Danger in the Shadows / The Negotiator / The

thanks of a nation to prove it. Navy SEAL Joe “Bear” Baker can't ask her to

Guardian / The Truth Seeker / The Protector / The Healer / The Rescuer

accept that risk again—even though he loves her. But the man responsible for

Dee Henderson 2016-05-27 This collection bundles all seven romantic suspense

her husband's death is back; closer than either of them realize. Kelly is in

titles in Dee Henderson’s best-selling O’Malley series into one e-book for a

danger, and Joe may not get there in time. Uncommon Heroes: Welcome to a

great value! Introducing the O’Malleys, an inspirational group of seven, all

world where friendships go deep, loyalties stand strong, and uncommon

abandoned or orphaned as teens, who have made the choice to become a loyal

heroes perform the toughest jobs in the world. Dee Henderson's military

and committed family. They have chosen their own surname, O’Malley, and

romance series provides a detailed passage into the world of the military and

have stood by each other through moments of joy and heartache. Their stories

homeland heroes, and those they love.

are told in CBA best-selling, inspirational romantic suspense novels that rock

Threads of Suspicion (An Evie Blackwell Cold Case) Dee Henderson

your heart and restore strength and hope to your spirit. Danger in the
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Shadows (prequel): Sara is terrified. She’s doing the one thing she cannot

hand combat after a final banzai charge broke through American lines. Related

afford to do: fall in love with former pro-football player Adam Black, a man

products: Aleutian Islands: The U.S. Army Campaigns of World War II is

everyone knows. Sara’s been hidden away in the witness protection program,

available here:

her safety dependent on staying invisible—and loving Adam could get her

https://bookstore.gpo.gov/products/aleutian-islands-us-army-campaigns-world-

killed! #1 The Negotiator FBI agent Dave Richman from Danger in the

war-ii-pamphlet Aleutians, Historical Map can be found here:

Shadows is back. He’s about to meet Kate O’Malley, and his life will never be

https://bookstore.gpo.gov/products/aleutians-historical-map-poster Other

the same. She’s a hostage negotiator. He protects people. He’s about to find out

products produced by the U.S. Department of Interior, National Park Service

that falling in love with a hostage negotiator is one thing, but keeping her

can be found here: https://bookstore.gpo.gov/agency/national-park-service-nps

safe is another! #2 The Guardian A federal judge has been murdered. There is

World War II resources collection is available here:

only one witness, and an assassin wants her dead. U.S. Marshall Marcus

https://bookstore.gpo.gov/catalog/world-war-ii

O’Malley thought he knew the risks of the assignment . . . but he was wrong.

The Healer Dee Henderson 2005 Thorndike Press large print Christian

#3 The Truth Seeker Women are turning up dead, and Lisa O’Malley has a

romance.

habit of walking into crime scenes, curious. She’s a forensic pathologist, and

The Negotiator Frederick Forsyth 2011-06-30 'Thriller writing of the highest

mysteries are her domain. U.S. marshall Quinn Diamond has found loving her

quality. A masterful blend of excitement and tension.' Sunday Telegraph The

is easier than keeping her safe. Lisa’s found the killer, and now she’s missing

kidnapping of a young man on a country road in Oxfordshire is but the first

too. #4 The Protector Jack O’Malley is a fireman who is fearless when it

brutal step in a ruthless plan to force the President of the United States out of

comes to facing an inferno. But when an arsonist begins targeting his district,

office. If it succeeds, he will be psychologically and emotionally destroyed.

his shift, his friends, Jack faces the ultimate challenge: protecting the lady

Only one man can stop it - Quinn, the world's foremost Negotiator, who must

who saw the arsonist before she pays an even higher price. #5 The Healer

bargain for the life of an innocent man, unaware that ransom was never the

Rachel O’Malley works disasters for a living. Her specialty? Helping children

kidnapper's real objective . . . The Negotiator unfolds with the spellbinding

through trauma. When a school shooting rips through her community, she

excitement, unceasing surprise and riveting detail that are the hallmarks of

finds herself dealing with more than just grief among the children she is

Frederick Forsyth, the master storyteller.

trying to help. One of them saw the shooting, and the gun is still missing. #6

The Rescuer Dee Henderson 2005-10 Overwhelmed by the loss of his sister

The Rescuer Stephen O’Malley is a paramedic who has been rescuing people

and by his work as a paramedic, Stephen O'Malley is still happy to help his

all his life. His friend Meghan is in trouble: Stolen jewels are turning up in

friend Meghan, and when her life is endangered, they find that faith may be

interesting places, and she’s in the middle of it. Stephen is about to run into a

the only thing to get them both out alive.

night he will never forget—a kidnapping, a tornado, and a race to rescue the

The Guardian Dee Henderson 2005 U.S. Marshall Marcus O'Malley must deal

woman he loves.

with a variety of problems, including his sister's diagnosis of cancer and

A Dee Henderson 3-in-1 Collection: The Witness / Before I Wake /

protecting a woman who witnessed a murder.

Kidnapped Dee Henderson 2017-08-08 This Collection bundles 3 of Dee

The Protector David Morrell 2011-10-28 The secret weapon developed by the

Henderson’s popular romantic suspense novels into one e-book for a great

man Cavanaugh is assigned to protect is like Kryptonite to the former Delta

value! The Witness Police Chief Luke Granger's witness to a murder, Amy

Force officer turned security guard--it multiplies the effects of adrenaline, a

Griffin, has been on the run for years. Her family thinks she was murdered

hormone associated with fear, so it incapacitates instead of energizing him. A

eight years ago, but Amy chose to accept a life in the shadows in order to

lot of people want Daniel Prescott's secret, but Cavanaugh, who's felt the

protect her sisters' lives. Now unveiled secrets about their father have thrust

drug's effects, wants his antidote. When Prescott disappears after causing the

the sisters into the public spotlight. The man who wants Amy dead now sees

death of the Global Protective Services team charged with keeping him alive,

her sisters as the way to locate her. Luke and two of his homicide detectives

Cavanaugh and his wife Jamie go after him in a high-speed chase that traps

are determined to stand in the way. They are each falling in love with a

them between government agents and foreign operatives each racing to find

different sister, and it's become a personal mission to keep them safe. But

the scientist first and kill him before he can use his formula on them. Despite

chances are that at least one of them will fail, and facing the future will take a

Prescott's double-dealing, and the bloody battle in a mountain redoubt that

faith deeper than any of them currently knows. Before I Wake The sheriff of

results in the deaths of his friends and colleagues, Cavanaugh knows the only

Justice, Illinois, is hunting a killer. Women visiting town are being

way to banish the fear that may compromise his and Jamie's own safety is to

murdered, tourists in nice hotels, money still in their billfolds, jewelry still on

track the elusive scientist to his last refuge. In this propulsive thriller, Morrell

the dresser. Quiet kills—they go to sleep and never awaken. The sheriff is not

turns the tables so often that it's hard to separate the good guys from the bad

pleased to find the new detective in town, Rae Gabriella, working the case on

ones, but that won't keep readers addicted to violence, treachery, and high-

behalf of one of the families. She's staying in the same hotel as one of the

tech weaponry from staying with it to the last surprising chapter.

victims—and her looks suggest she could be the next victim. Kidnapped

“Spectacular action backed by the author’s hands-on research . . . a horrifying

Someone snatched his cousin's wife and son. FBI agent Luke Falcon is

climax . . . twists and turns . . . one of the best of the genre.”—Associated Press

searching for a kidnapper and sorting out the crime. He's afraid it's the work

“Everything [Morrell} writes has a you-are-there quality, and that, coupled

of a stalker. He's afraid they're already dead. And he'll do anything required

with his ability to propel characters through a scene, makes reading him like

to get them back alive . . . but he didn't plan on falling in love with the only

attending a private screening.”—Washington Post Book World “Impressive

witness. This stand-alone title is a repackage of True Courage, the fourth book

action . . . plenty of twists . . . most notable, though, is the advertised

in the Uncommon Heroes series.

‘tradecraft’—from clever ways to modify one’s ammo and armor to the very

A Heart Lies Within Us Steven Labree 2008-03 You don't know what love is

best method of taking out a car you’re chasing.”—Publishers Weekly “The

until you have lost everything.

story accelerates to warp speed, hurtles to a stunning climax. A wonderfully

Attu John Haile Cloe 2017 The Battle of Attu, which took place from 11-30

entertaining action adventure.”—Booklist

May 1943, was a battle fought between forces of the United States, aided by

Traces of Guilt (An Evie Blackwell Cold Case) Dee Henderson 2016-05-03 A

Canadian reconnaissance and fighter-bomber support, and the Empire of Japan

Riveting Cold-Case Mystery from Dee Henderson Evie Blackwell loves her

on Attu Island off the coast of the Territory of Alaska as part of the Aleutian

life as an Illinois State Police detective . . . mostly. She's very skilled at

Islands Campaign during the American Theater and the Pacific Theater and

investigations and has steadily moved up through the ranks. She would like

was the only land battle of World War II fought on incorporated territory of

to find Mr. Right, but she has a hard time imagining how marriage could

the United States. It is also the only land battle in which Japanese and

work, considering the demands of her job. Gabriel Thane is a lifetime resident

American forces fought in Arctic conditions. The more than two-week battle

of Carin County and now its sheriff, a job he loves. Gabe is committed to

ended when most of the Japanese defenders were killed in brutal hand-to-

upholding the law and cares deeply for the residents he's sworn to protect. He
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too would like to find a lifetime companion, a marriage like his parents have.

interested he becomes, an interest encouraged by those closest to her. But

When Evie arrives in Carin, Illinois, it's to help launch a new task force

nothing else is working in his favor--she's decided she is single for life, she

dedicated to reexamining unsolved crimes across the state. Spearheading this

struggles with her faith, and she's willing to forego a huge inheritance to

trial run, Evie will work with the sheriff's department on a couple of its most

keep her privacy. She's not giving him much of an opening to work with.

troubling missing-persons cases. As she reexamines old evidence to pull out a

Charlotte wants to trust him. She needs to tell him what happened. Because a

few tenuous new leads, she unearths a surprising connection . . . possibly to a

crime cops thought was solved, has only opened another chapter...

third cold case. Evie's determined to solve the cases before she leaves Carin

Jennifer Dee Henderson 2013-05-01 Eagerly Awaited Novella from Dee

County, and Sheriff Thane, along with his family, will be key to those

Henderson It's a summer of change for Jennifer O'Malley. The busy physician

answers.

has a pediatrics practice in Dallas, and meeting Tom Peterson, and falling in

The Psychosocial Implications of Disney Movies Lauren Dundes 2019-07-11 In

love, is adding a rich layer to her life. She's sorting out how to introduce him

this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide range of disciplines

to her family--she's the youngest of seven--and thinking about marriage. She's

present their analyses of Disney movies and Disney music, which are

falling in love with Jesus too, and knows God is good. But that faith is about to

mainstays of popular culture. The power of the Disney brand has heightened

be tested in a way she didn't expect, and the results will soon transform her

the need for academics to question whether Disney’s films and music function

entire family.

as a tool of the Western elite that shapes the views of those less empowered.

The Negotiator Dee Henderson 2010-11-09 Chicago hostage negotiator Kate

Given its global reach, how the Walt Disney Company handles the role of

O'Malley meets FBI agent Dave Richman while she's talking a bank gunman

race, gender, and sexuality in social structural inequality merits serious

into releasing hostages. Impressed by her professionalism and attracted to her

reflection according to a number of the articles in the volume. On the other

personally, Dave starts courting Kate, only to discover that she's not a

hand, other authors argue that Disney productions can help individuals cope

Christian, a major stumbling block for him. He's also about to find out that

with difficult situations or embrace progressive thinking. The different

falling in love with a hostage negotiator is one thing, but keeping her safe is

approaches to the assessment of Disney films as cultural artifacts also vary

another!

according to the theoretical perspectives guiding the interpretation of both

The Doctor's Perfect Match Irene Hannon 2017-04-10 Prescription For

overt and latent symbolic meaning in the movies. The authors of the 15

Romance His Nantucket neighbor is trying to fix him up with Marci Clay?

articles encourage readers to engage with the material, showcasing a variety

First of all, Dr. Christopher Morgan doesn’t date. Not since his last relationship

of views about the good, the bad, and the best way forward.

ended in tragedy. And second, he and the pretty waitress with the secretive

The Romani World Donald Kenrick 2004 Gypsy history and life. Professionals

past come from two different worlds. Worlds that he will not let collide

working with Gypsies and migrant Roma from the CEE will also find it

during the few weeks she has left on the island. Besides, Marci seems as wary

invaluable."--BOOK JACKET.

of him as he is of her. Until he discovers a special cure for the sadness in her

True Courage Dee Henderson 2005-10 Someone snatched his cousin's wife and

emerald green eyes: a heaping dose of faith, trust and love. Originally

son. FBI agent Luke Falcon is searching for a kidnapper and sorting out the

published in 2010

crime. He's afraid it's the work of a stalker. He's afraid they're already dead.

Full Disclosure Dee Henderson 2012-10-02 Dee Henderson Is Back! Ann Silver

And he'll do anything required to get them back alive ... but he didn't plan on

is a cop's cop. As the Midwest Homicide Investigator, she is called in to help

falling in love with the only witness. Later repackaged and republished as a

local law enforcement on the worst of cases, looking for answers to murder.

stand-alone title, "Kidnapped" (Carol Stream, Ill. : Tyndale House Publishers,

Hers is one of the region's most trusted investigative positions. Paul Falcon is

c2008).

the FBI's top murder cop in the Midwest. If the victim carried a federal badge

Lonestar Secrets Colleen Coble 2009-07 Returning to the southwest Texas

or had a security clearance, odds are good Paul and his team see the case file or

community of her youth, Shannon Astor runs into a man who once

work the murder. Their lives intersect when Ann arrives to pass a case off

devastated her life and is astonished to see his daughter's uncanny

her desk and onto his. A car wreck and a suspicious death offer a lead on a

resemblance to Shannon's believed-dead daughter.

hired shooter he is tracking. Paul isn't expecting to meet someone, the kind

The Cult of the Presidency Gene Healy 2009 The Bush years have given rise

that goes on the personal side of the ledger, but Ann Silver has his attention.

to fears of a resurgent Imperial Presidency, but the problem cannot be solved

The better he gets to know her, the more Paul realizes her job barely

simply by bringing a new administration to power. Both Left and Right

scratches the surface of who she is. She knows spies and soldiers and U.S.

agree on the boundless nature of presidential responsibility. For both sides, it

Marshals, and has written books about them. She is friends with the former

is the president's job to grow the economy, teach our children well, save us

Vice President. People with good reason to be cautious about who they let

from hurricanes, and even to spread democracy abroad. In short, the Imperial

into their lives deeply trust her. Paul wonders just what secrets Ann is

Presidency is the price we pay for making the office the focus of our national

keeping, until she shows him the John Doe Killer case file, and he starts to

hopes and dreams. Combining historical scholarship, legal analysis, and cultural

realize just who this lady he is falling in love with really is...

commentary, The Cult of the Presidency argues that the presidency needs to

Life and Adventures of Joaquin Murieta John Rollin Ridge 2013-02-14 In

be reined in, with its powers checked by Congress and the courts. Only then

1854, a Cherokee Indian called Yellow Bird (better known as John Rollin

will we begin to return the presidency to its proper constitutional role.

Ridge) launched in this book the myth of Joaquin Murieta, based on the

Unspoken Dee Henderson 2013-10-01 Charlotte Graham is at the center of the

California criminal career of a 19th century Mexican bandit. Today this folk

most famous kidnapping in Chicago history. The task force of FBI and local

hero has been written into state histories, sensationalized in books, poems, and

cops found her two abductors, killed them, rescued her, but it took four very

articles throughout America, Spain, France, Chile, and Mexico, and made into

long years. The fact she was found less than three miles from her home, had

a motion picture. The Ridge account is here reproduced from the only known

been there the entire time, haunts them. She's changed her identity, found a

copy of the first edition, owned by Thomas W. Streeter, of Morristown, New

profession she loves, and rebuilt her life. She's never said a word--to the cops,

Jersey. According to it, the passionate, wronged Murieta organized an outlaw

to her doctors, to family--about those four years. A family legacy has brought

company numbering over 2,000 men, who for two years terrorized gold-rush

her back to Chicago where a reporter is writing a book about the kidnapping.

Californians by kidnapping, bank robberies, cattle thefts, and murders. So

The cops who worked the case are cooperating with him. Her options are

bloodthirsty as to be considered five men, Joaquin was aided by several hardy

limited: Hope the reporter doesn't find the full truth, or break her silence

subordinates, including the sadistic cutthroat, "Three-Fingered Jack." Finally,

about what happened. And her silence is what has protected her family for

the state legislature authorized organization of the Mounted Rangers to

years. Bryce Bishop doesn't know her past, he only knows she has coins to sell

capture the outlaws. The drama is fittingly climaxed by the ensuing chase,

from her grandfather's estate--and that the FBI director for the Chicago office

"good, gory" battle, and the shocking fate of the badmen.

made the introduction. The more he gets to know Charlotte, the more

Like Dandelion Dust Karen Kingsbury 2007-07-31 Karen Kingsbury delivers
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a powerful new novel about two parents' love for their child and the

help from the mainland, will she and first love Callen Frost be able to identify

surprising lengths they will go to keep their family together when a judge

and stop a killer bent on betrayal before they become the next victims? In

rules that their adopted son must be returned to his biological father.

Lynette Eason's "Code of Ethics," trauma surgeon Ruthie St. John saves the

Undetected Dee Henderson 2014-04-29 When asked what he does for a living

life of Detective Isaac Martinez. After a betrayal leads to him getting shot and

. . . Commander Mark Bishop is deliberately low-key: "I'm in the Navy." But

then attacked while in recovery, Isaac is now a key witness determined to

commanding the ballistic missile submarine USS Nevada, keeping her crew

testify. But someone is intent on silencing him--and those around him--

trained and alert during ninety-day submerged patrols, and being prepared to

forever. Together, Ruthie and Isaac go on the run, desperate to escape the

launch weapons on valid presidential orders, carries a burden of command like

killers hunting him.

few other jobs in the military. Mark Bishop is a man who accepts that

True Valor Dee Henderson 2002 In this second book in the Uncommon

responsibility, and handles it well. And at a time when tensions are escalating

Heroes series, Air Force pararescueman Bruce Striker Stanton must save his

around the Pacific Rim, the Navy is glad to have him. Mark wants someone

love, a pilot, when she crash lands in Turkey after a deadly air battle.

to come home to after sea patrols. The woman he has in mind is young, with a

The House at the End of the Moor Michelle Griep 2020-04-01 What Can a

lovely smile, and very smart. She's a civilian, yet she understands the U.S.

London Opera Star and an Escaped Dartmoor Prisoner Have in Common?

Navy culture. And he has a strong sense that life with her would never be

Opera star Maggie Lee escapes her opulent lifestyle when threatened by a

boring. But she may be too deep in her work to see the potential in a

powerful politician who aims to ruin her life. She runs off to the wilds of the

relationship with him. Gina Gray would love to be married. She has always

moors to live in anonymity. All that changes the day she discovers a half-dead

envisioned her life that way. A breakup she didn't see coming, though, has

man near her house. Escaped convict Oliver Ward is on the run to prove his

her focusing all her attention on what she does best--ocean science research.

innocence, until he gets hurt and is taken in by Maggie. He discovers some

She's on the cusp of a major breakthrough, and she needs Mark Bishop's

jewels in her possession—the very same jewels that got him convicted.

perspective and help. Because what she told the Navy she's figured out is

Together they hatch a plan to return the jewels, clearing Oliver’s name and

only the beginning. If she's right, submarine warfare is about to enter a new

hopefully maintaining Maggie’s anonymity.

and dangerous chapter.

True Valor Dee Henderson 2011-02-07 Heroes get a new meaning when you

The Truth Seeker Dee Henderson 2010-11-09 Women are turning up dead,

see inside their lives. Gracie is a Navy Pilot; Bruce works Air Force

and Lisa O'Malley has a habit of walking into crime scenes, curious. She's a

Pararescue. With dangerous jobs—often away from home—they write love

forensic pathologist, and mysteries are her domain. U.S. marshall Quinn

letters. When Gracie is shot down behind enemy lines, Bruce has one mission:

Diamond has found loving her is easier than keeping her safe. Lisa's found the

get her out alive. Uncommon Heroes: Welcome to a world where friendships

killer, and now she's missing too. Introducing the O'Malleys, an inspirational

go deep, loyalties stand strong, and uncommon heroes perform the toughest

group of seven, all abandoned or orphaned as teens, who have made the

jobs in the world. Dee Henderson's military romance series provides a detailed

choice to become a loyal and committed family. They have chosen their own

passage into the world of the military and homeland heroes, and those they

surname, O'Malley, and have stood by each other through moments of joy and

love.

heartache. Their stories are told in CBA best-selling, inspirational romantic

Fatherless James Dobson 2013-01-15 The year is 2042, and the long-predicted

suspense novels that rock your heart and restore strength and hope to your

tipping point has arrived. For the first time in human history, the economic

spirit.

pyramid has flipped: The feeble old now outnumber the vigorous young, and

The Uncommon Heroes Collection: True Devotion / True Valor / True Honor

this untenable situation is intensifying a battle between competing cultural

Dee Henderson 2016-10-24 This collection bundles all three of popular author

agendas. Reporter Julia Davidson-a formerly award-winning journalist

Dee Henderson’s military romantic suspense series Uncommon Heroes into

seeking to revive a flagging career-is investigating the growing crisis,

one e-book for a great value! #1 True Devotion Kelly Jacobs has already paid

unaware that her activity makes her a pawn in an ominous conspiracy.

the ultimate price of loving a warrior; she has the folded flag and the grateful

Plagued by nightmares about her absent father, Julia finds herself drawn to

thanks of a nation to prove it. Navy SEAL Joe “Bear” Baker can’t ask her to

the quiet strength of a man she meets at a friend's church. As the engrossing

accept that risk again—even though he loves her. But the man responsible for

plot of FATHERLESS unfolds, Julia faces choices that pit professional success

her husband’s death is back; closer than either of them realize. Kelly is in

against personal survival in an increasingly uncertain and dangerous world.

danger, and Joe may not get there in time. #2 True Valor Heroes get a new

FATHERLESS vividly imagines a future in which present-day trends come

meaning when you see inside their lives. Gracie is a Navy Pilot; Bruce works

to sinister fruition.

Air Force Pararescue. With dangerous jobs—often away from home—they

Danger in the Shadows Dee Henderson 2010-11-09 Hidden away in the

write love letters. When Gracie is shot down behind enemy lines, Bruce has

witness protection program, Sara is falling in love with former pro football

one mission: get her out alive. #3 True Honor CIA officer Darcy St. James is

player Adam Black, which is something that could get her killed. FBI agent

after a man who knew September 11 would happen—a man who chose to

Dave Richman has his hands full keeping her safe from her sister's killer.

profit from the knowledge. Navy SEAL Sam “Cougar” Houston is busy: The

When events bring Sara face-to-face with terror, will she rely on God for

intelligence Darcy is generating has his team deploying around the world.

protection?

Under the pressure of war, their romance flourishes. But it may be a short

The Life and Character of John Paul Jones, a Captain in the United States

relationship: for the terrorists have chosen their next targets, and Darcy’s

Navy John Henry Sherburne 1851

name is high on the list. Uncommon Heroes: Welcome to a world where

Sins of the Past Dee Henderson 2016-05-03 Three Novellas from Bestselling

friendships go deep, loyalties stand strong, and uncommon heroes perform the

Authors In Dee Henderson's Missing, a Wyoming sheriff is called to Chicago

toughest jobs in the world. Dee Henderson’s military romance series provides

when his elderly mother goes missing. Paired with a savvy Chicago cop, the

a detailed passage into the world of the military and homeland heroes, and

two realize her disappearance is no accident, and a race against the clock

those they love.

begins. Dani Pettrey returns to Alaska with Shadowed, introducing readers to

The Cost of Betrayal Dee Henderson 2018-09-04 In Dee Henderson's novella

the parents of her beloved McKenna clan. Adventure, romance, and danger

"Betrayed," Janelle Roberts is freed--thanks to people she doesn't know--after

collide when a young fisherman nets the body of an open-water swimming

serving six years of a twenty-year sentence for a murder she did not commit.

competitor who may actually be a possible Russian defector. Lynette Eason's

But a murderer is still at large, and Janelle needs to be somewhere safe with

Blackout delivers the story of a woman once implicated in a robbery gone

someone she can trust. She may not survive another betrayal. In Dani

wrong. The loot has never been found--but her memory of that night has

Pettrey's "Deadly Isle," Tennyson Kent is trapped on the isolated island of her

always been unreliable. Can she remember enough to find her way to safety

childhood by a storm surge, and she is shocked when the typically idyllic

when the true culprit comes after her?

community turns into the hunting grounds of a murderer. Cut off from any

True Honor Dee Henderson 2011-02-17 CIA officer Darcy St. James is after a
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man who knew that the September 11 attacks would happen. Navy SEAL

this man. Under the pressure of war St. James and Houston discover the

Sam "Cougar" Houston is busy being deployed around the world chasing after

sweetness of love, but their romance might be short lived.
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